
Danfoss Power solutions had decided to find out how the vikings lived 
in Denmark. The best possibility was to visit the viking crew Sebbe Als.

We met at the harbour in Augustenborg at 17.30 and after an introduction to the ship 
and how to row, the guests where equipped with lifevests and entered the ship. The 
vikingship was pushed out from the bridge and everybody began rowing. Even though 
the skipper was counting, the rowing was not so fluent in the beginning, but after a 
short while it went much smoother. 
We arrived at the naust were we had nice cold beer - which was very popular after the 
heavy rowing. Then the guests found a seat and the dinner was ready - wild pork from 
grill and chicken. The meal was good - nearly all was eaten and no complaints! 

After dinner the guests were sent out on the lawn and there they had to do their 
almost in throwing a stone with the goal to hit a pole. This gave a good exercise and 
a good laugh. In the meanwhile the cofee was cooked and served outside as the 
weather was exelent! 
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Rowing a viking boat is not 
easy!

Wild pork, chicken and other 
nice things
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The chairman gave an lecture in ancient ships and our history. But all things must 
come to an end and we sailed the ship back to the harbour and said good bye to our 
guests who now knows a lot more about the vikings in Denmark. From the crew we 
can say that we enjoyed the visit - nice people with good humor. Thank you from the 
crew!
Regards from the old vikings, Steen Weile
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